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I found a great answer to my interpersonal debate and inward doubt.

I am not society, but I lead a path through life, that relates to the lives of others.

I found a diagnostic, by using my equipment, and via the process of coming through illness, and 
development(s), of which would be a great example to go forward with, a kind of solution to a 
symptom of violence and disease cycles, of complexity.

You see, mathematics contains ordered symbolism in that of any pattern, like the origin of life, hence, 
going forward (and it says little of meaning) we, as people can indeed make directed decisions, 
when, as such, we begin with a prepared mind and situational setup.

Thus, I am finally at the stage, I may dedicate to helping people, and a healing power, in relation to 
coming thru illness.

My team, in this respect, and the commitments of 'finding the fire within' have been a success, it is a 
great thing to develop.  Not a job for office work, or that of education for no-reason than an 
intellectual 'exercise' - or that of military, or a government position, it is the dream from 
kindergarten, carried, thru all of my life, to this present.

And it means that we survive as a species beyond things like disease and global warming.  I took on 
problems like this, as that of what was necessary for my sense of security, was to know, in a deep 
sense, that other's lives held a continuation.  It is the position of the philanthrophist, and you, would 
be proud of me.

This is like the prince or the king, or the sage, with humility.

This is not a religious or scientific doctrine, nor a biography, one thing, entirely new, an ultimate 
conclusive good for a world, my gift.
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